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Abstract—Many businesses use email as a medium for advertising and they
use emails to communicate with their customers. In the email world, the most
common issue that remains unresolved even now is spamming or in other terms
unsolicited bulk email. Currently, there is no common way to regulate the
practices of an email sender. This proposed system is to formulate a protocol
common for all the ESPs or inbox providers and a centralized system that will
easily find the spammers and block them. By this method, the Email Service
Providers (ESPs) or Inbox Providers need not wait for the sender behaviour and
then take actions on the sender or sender domain or sender IP address. Instead,
they can get the sender history of reputation from blockchain where the ESPs or
Inbox Provider provides a score based on the emails they have received from the
sender. The ESPs can get the Public Sender Score(S3) from the mobile
application or web application which provides the score management user
interface and APIs. The email marketers can also monitor their score through the
application.
Keywords—Email, spam detection, sender score, reputation system,
blockchain, mobile application, marketing email.

1

Introduction

The email industry has been functioning steadily for very long and they needed
minimal or no change over the past years. There is a clear vision on the existence and
role of email in the future. The email medium provides a means of formal
communication with lower cost and faster than many other mediums present. However,
there is an important issue of spamming that needs to be completely addressed yet.
Email spamming is a problem with the user consent and not email content. Whether the
Unsolicited Bulk Email message is an advertisement, a scam, a product offer, or
pornography, the content is not as much relevant as the consent of the sender. If the
email is being sent unsolicited and in bulk, then the email can be classified as spam.
Most of the emails are sent unsystematically to unnecessary recipients that might be
from improperly obtained or maintained lists of recipients or from bad senders. Most
of the recipients are flooded with unnecessary promotional emails which is a nuisance
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to the recipients and also to the recipient email system as the disk storage space,
computational resources and network bandwidth of the recipient email systems is
consumed. Events like this can lead to the annoyance of the recipients and they might
permanently deny to accept these emails and as a result, the credibility of the business
of the sender may get destroyed. So, the violators of the basic rules of marketing or
newsletter have to be identified and make them stop their approach. Most of the spam
identification mechanisms like Machine Learning are done by the email providers as in
[1] after the mail is received by them which is found to be very effective. There are
clickbait detection mechanisms like [2] that identifies spammers too. Some content
differs from the subject and the spammers insert spam content in between the email
content which can be identified by mechanisms like [3]. There are a lot of other
mechanisms in place by the email providers in order to identify spam in the email
content. This paper aims a different approach to stop the email spams at the origin even
before the emails are sent out to the recipients.
In this paper, we propose a public Sender Score System (S3) that maintains the
sender’s reputation by a score which is updated by the inbox providers periodically.
The public server is either a decentralized blockchain or centralised server with an
authority. A sender score updation protocol has to be created which will be used by the
inbox providers who will be updating or querying the score in the Sender Score System
(S3). They are also used by the promotional email senders who will be querying the
score to know their own reputation.
In Section II, the background information, the previous works to classify spam
emails, and the sender verification processes and sender scores are discussed. Section
III explains the research design and process diagram of the proposed public sender score
system with explanation. Section IV gives conclusion of the proposed design. Finally,
Section V presents future directions of improving the sender score protocol and
management of the centralised or decentralised public sender score system.

2

Related Works

In this section, we will discuss the previous works on giving weightage for the email
sender and calculating credibility of the emails using the sender information.
2.1

Sender email authentication

In order to have better inbox reach, the senders have recently adopted all the
authentication mechanisms that were proposed which directly affects the authenticity
and credibility of the emails sent by them. One of the mechanisms which is adopted
worldwide is Sender Policy Framework (SPF) [4] which prevents impostors by
blocking the email if the SPF check fails. SPF allows the domain owners to specify who
can send emails from their domain which would reduce the risk of their domain being
compromised.
Another mechanism is Domain Keys Identified Mail (DKIM) Signatures [5] through
which the person that owns the signing domain can claim responsibility for a message
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by associating the domain with the message. Using DKIM signature the recipient
system can verify that the email is not tampered by checking the sign with the public
key in the DKIM record of the domain and the content of the email. The recipient
system can also identify the responsible domain that signed the email.
Another standardised mechanism called Domain-based Message Authentication,
Reporting, and Conformance (DMARC) [6] is extremely powerful as a tool to stop
email spoofing. DMARC policies can be set on who can send email for your domain
based on DKIM and SPF. Along with SPF and DKIM, the DMARC policy in DNS
allows the domain owner to set rules to reject or quarantine (junk folder) or do nothing
to the emails from unknown sources.
2.2

Sender reputation

There are various methods that have been implemented over the years which are
used to identify the bad senders. The sender domains and IP addresses have a sender
reputation using which we can guess the quality of the emails from them.
a) DMARC: There are various ways in which the sender is notified about their
reputation or email deliverability. Domain-based Message Authentication,
Reporting, and Conformance (DMARC) method, which was discussed before, also
allows the sender to get reports of their email delivery through an email which is
specified in the DMARC DNS TXT record [3].
b) Feedback Loops: There are Feedback Loops (FBL) [7] [8] [9] provided by some
Mailbox Providers which will be useful for the marketing Email Service Providers.
A large volume sender can use the FeedBack Loop (FBL) to identify email
campaigns in its traffic that are getting a high volume of complaints from users of
the Mailbox Providers. The FBL is useful to ESPs to detect abuse of their services.
c) Reputation System: As Taylor [10] pointed out in the paper, there are reputation
systems with the Mailbox Providers that calculate the reputation of the sender and
regulate the emails by classifying bad emails under spam or drop them. The systems
use the connecting IP address to represent the sender. They use the sender score and
also send the message to a statistical spam filter and finally make a judgement on the
emails.
d) Postmaster Tools: Postmaster Tools [11] are provided by the Mailbox Provided for
the bulk email senders to check the deliverability of their emails and point out the
issues in their problems in their deliverability. The tool is used to see if users are
marking sender emails as spam, to see the prevention method for sender’s emails
from being blocked, to see the reason for sender’s emails not being delivered, and to
see if the emails are sent securely.
e) Domain Blacklist, Whitelist and History: Besides these different techniques, there
are several other methods to check by considering their sending histories. Domain
Name System White List (DNSWL) [12] is a central database that stores the senders
with better sending history. Domain Name System Blacklist (DNSBL) [13] [14] is a
central database which stores the senders list with bad sending history. WHOIS
protocol [14] [15] is used to search for the Domain Name System (DNS) and Name
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Server (NS) information of the sender. It provides more information about the age
of the sender domain which helps in finding the credibility of the message sent by
the sender.
All of this and many other methods [16-18] are present which influences the
reputation of the sender which in turn affects inbox delivery in the recipient system.
But in all cases, the sender reputation is maintained separately in each recipient system
and there is no way to maintain a common reputation for the bulk sending system and
their users yet.

3

Proposed System

There is a problem of blocking the bad users or sender from blocking as they might
keep changing the sending service, when the sending service blocks them. So, they keep
sending spam messages through a different service by switching instead of correcting
their sending methods. This event is shown as a diagram in Fig. 1

Fig. 1. Bad senders switching Bulk Sending System

By using the proposed system, this can be avoided by using the Public Sender Score
System (S3). In this system, the senders of unsolicited bulk emails are blocked in the
sending system instead of sending it to the recipients. The sending system checks S3
(Public Sender Score System) for a Sender Score and a sender score history, and if the
sender score does not seem to be proper, then they will block the user from sending
emails, until best practices are followed. By this way, the reputation of Sending System
is not affected and the Recipient or Inbox Providing System does not receive the
unsolicited emails. Even if the Inbox Providing system receives email, it can check the
Sender Score in the Public Sender Score System (S3) and take required action on the
email. This process is shown in the following illustration in Fig. 2
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Fig. 2. Bad users blocked by Bulk Sending System

Here, the Public Sender Score System, shortly called as S3, can be either a
centralised server or a decentralised blockchain. For this paper, in most of the cases, we
will assume that S3 (Public Sender Score System) is a decentralised blockchain
implementation which can be built using Ethereum [19]. There can be two blockchains
in this architecture in which one is maintained by the mailbox providers and the other
is maintained by the bulk email sending services. For this paper, in most of the cases,
we will assume that there is one blockchain maintained by the email sending services.
Fig. 3 shows the common architecture of the proposed system with all the different
elements involved in the system. It shows how the Public Sender Score System is used
along with the other elements in email sending. It also shows where the Sender Score
is updated and where the score is retrieved in the email sending ecosystem. Let us
discuss the elements in the architecture.
3.1

Marketer or user

Marketer or user is the origin of the email. Marketer has the bulk list of emails to
whom they send the emails. So, their reputation is directly proportional to the credibility
of the emails. They should be solely responsible for any impact on the domain
reputation, either positive or negative.
3.2

Bulk email service provider

Bulk Email Service Provider is an application or a service or a platform that helps
the users to send out emails with ease. They would also make sure the right emails are
sent to the right recipients. One way to make sure is through the feedback loops and
postmaster tool provided by the recipient system. So, by the time the bad sender is
identified, all the emails are probably sent and there is no reverting back. By the method
of the Public Sender Score system, the sender’s score and history is already present in
S3 and the email providers are free to take a step on the potential spammer based on the
score. By this way, the reputation of the service is saved. In case of a user allowed to
send email, the bulk email service providers are free to update a new score to the S3
network based on the feedback from the recipient mailbox provider systems.
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Fig. 3. Architecture of Proposed System

3.3

Email recipient system

Email Recipient System is the system that accepts the emails and puts them in the
mailbox of the recipients. It makes the decision of keeping the incoming email, or
quarantine email or discard email. They maintain the reputation for the incoming traffic
which is notified through the feedback loop or postmaster tool to the senders. In
addition to that, the recipient system can update the S3 system which contributes to
taking action against users in a robust manner.
3.4

Public sender score system

Public Sender Score System is the system designed to hold the reputation score of
the sender in a decentralised system called blockchain which can be implemented using
Ethereum. The blockchain contains the updated sender score of the bulk email sending
domains. The sender score is calculated by the bulk email senders on their own along
with the help of the postmaster tools and feedback loops. New blocks are added with
the added or subtracted sender score when the email senders find any steep change in
the behaviour of their campaign. Those who have rights to modify the blockchain
network are called updaters.
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3.5

Authentication to public network

For now, the new authentication of a service to the public network is by the fellow
bulk email sending services who form an association to maintain authentication. They
will provide a separate authentication key which is used in making changes in the public
network. In order to add a new block, the service needs its own authentication and the
authentication of the domain shared by the user.
3.6

Transaction in public network

Transaction in the public blockchain network represents a change in the sender score
made by the service in the blockchain. The transaction details are as in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. Transaction details

Here the transaction version is the version of the syntax of transaction details. Txn
ID uniquely represents the transaction. Block address or hash can also be used instead
of Txn ID. The Status component says the status of the transaction, whether it is
completed or not. The timestamp has the time of execution of transaction. The From is
the update who updates sender score. The to is the user whose sender score is updated.
The value contains the sender score to be updated. The Txn Data contains the change
in the Sender Score and Sender Integrity Integer which will be discussed later. The Txn
Fee and Gas are pertained to Ethereum. Txn Fee is the charge for the transaction and
the Gas is the work that is done for a transaction to be updated. This transaction detail
is added in a block and the block is added to the blockchain by a miner who gets
awarded for the work.
3.7

Sender score policies

The bulk users or senders are given a sender score on their domain which is on a
scale of 0 to 100 which interprets the reputation of the sender. For the bulk email
service, there needs to be reputation maintained for the domain as well as the IP address.
The measurement of the scale is as follows:
a) 100 - Entirely whitelisted. Sender is trusted blindly and any emails sent by the user
is legitimate.
b) > 60 - Good sending practices
c) 60 (50 + 10) - Neutral sender with all authentication mechanisms in place
d) 50 - Neutral sender
e) < 50 - Bad sending practices
f) 0 - Entirely blacklisted. Sender is blocked blindly and any emails sent by the user is
dropped.
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There is a Sender Integrity Integer in the block that is present in the blockchain. Each
of the binary bits in the Sender Integrity Integer is a flag that represents either true or
false. Each digit represents as in the following:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Transport Security Layer
Sender Policy Framework
Domain Keys Identified Mail
Domain-based Message Authentication, Reporting, and Conformance
Age of domain is more than 5 years

For conformance of each of the above integrity, a score of 2 will be allowed to be
added and so a total of 10 can be added in case all the bits are set and the integrity value
is 31. The new undefined bits can be used to represent any other factor that can affect
the reputation. Other than the integrity score, the updater can update a maximum score
of +2 or -2 from the current score 3 times (3 blocks) for a sender in a period of 6 months.

4

Conclusion

The users are at a disposal of using the data updated in the S3 network for their own
good and there are a lot of advantages in updating and using the data. The marketers or
the users use them to identify their sending impact and give an insight about their email
campaigns. They can use it to change their sending practices. The public score
automatically urges the user to change the sending practice and makes them work
towards improving reputation. The Bulk Email Sending services can use the data to
assign the correct IP address or IP address pool in their services. They can even restrict
the bad users to send minimum loads until their reputation increases and then increase
their email load gradually. The S3 data can be used by the inbox provider to make a
decision on landing the email in the right place. So, by this method, instead of worrying
about how to identify the spam after sending, the unwanted senders are stopped even
before sending unsolicited emails. Fig. 5 shows the impact of reduced bad sender
practices with increase in the S3 implementation.

Fig. 5. Usage and impact
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5

Future Work

S3 architecture has to be expanded and deeply designed to solve real-time problems
of updating and retrieving the sender score. The scalability and performance has to be
analysed and improved. A better authentication mechanism has to be in place to make
only the authorised service update the related blocks in the Public Sender Score System
(S3).
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